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What is this Campaign?
The release of Volo’s Guide to Monsters (VGtM)

gave us several new options for playing

monstrous characters such as Goblins, Kobolds

and Orcs. While it can be fun to try out there

unlikely adventurers, it’s hard to find a way to

fit them into most published adventures and to

construct a reason for these normally fractious

creatures to work towards a common goal.

This short campaign is designed to let your

players have a go at using the monstrous races

in a setting that is fun, makes sense and

introduces them to some of the most

fascinating creatures featured in VGtM. While it

certainly allows for selfish behavior and

villainy, but doesn’t require everyone to play as

an out-and-out evil character if they don’t want

to - after all, strange times can sometimes bring

out strange characteristics in people…

The material presented here is intended for

characters of about 5th level, and should last 3-5

four-hour play sessions.

Summary
A pair of evil Elven Wizards have set up their

lair high in the Ice Spires, a mountain range to

the west of Hartvale. Rumors of their plans to

conquer the isolated kingdom with dark magic

have attracted many brave adventurers, who

are determined to delve the twins’ dark

labyrinth, defeat their guards and put an end to

their evil schemes for good.

This is not their story.

When his brother is slain by a party of ill-

fated heroes, Baerdin’s plan turns from

conquest to genocide. Worse, the first targets on

his list aren’t the lands of the men, Elves and

Dwarves that led the raid, but rather those of

the guards that failed to protect him.

With their lives - and those of their families -

on the line, a band of former minions are

thrown together in an uncomfortable alliance.

Will they be able to stop Baerdin before the

entire mountain range is wiped clean of life?

Only one thing’s for sure - desperate times like

this call for some unlikely heroes…

Creating the Unlikely
Heroes
This adventure is intended to be run using

characters drawn from the monstrous races

listed in pages 118-120 of VGtM, but it can use

any kind of character if a player wishes. This

may require a bit of improvisation on the DM’s

part, but can work well for races that

traditionally exist on the fringes of society,

including Drow, Half-Orcs and Tieflings.

The only real requirement that needs to be

placed on the characters is that it makes at least

some sense for them to be serving a pair of evil

Elven Wizards high up in the mountains.

If the players don’t wish to create their own

character, here are a number of pre-generated

character sheets supplied with this adventure

that cover most roles.

Finally, you may wish to remind your

players before starting that evil adventurers

still need to work with each other, so it may

best to avoid random theft and violence.

Setting the Scene
You can set the scene to the adventure by

reading the following text to the players at the

start of the session, or by sending it to them

before they create their characters:



The valleys and crags of the Ice Spires are home to

many who prefer to avoid the attentions of so-

called ‘civilisation’. Tribes of Goblins build

ramshackle settlements on the shores of crystal-

clear lakes, while Kobolds dig their nests within the

tunnels of long-forgotten mines and Bugbears nap

in caves stuffed with stolen loot..

In recent years a pair of Elven wizards named

Ekardin and Baerdin have charmed, bullied or

bribed most of the clans and villages throughout

the peaks into supplying them with skilled guards

and servants while they carry out research into

dark arcane secrets. Once their work is complete,

they claim, it will unlock a power that will allow

them to conquer the nearby kingdom of Hartvale

with ease - a conquest that will benefit all who aid

them.

And so it was that you found yourselves

guarding a fortified cave complex that tunnels its

way deep into the slopes of the craggy mountain

overlooking Castle Hartwick.

For almost a year the twin Wizards have

laboured in their chambers. Though unpredictable

and given to occasional bursts of murderous rage,

they were generous when it came to rewards and

handed out relatively few tasks - occasional

demands for test subjects and rare fungus bought

from Underdark traders, or orders to drive off or

destroy clans that refused to join their cause.

Now, as the coming Spring sends rivers of

snowmelt pouring down the mountainside and

green shoots peeking through the frozen earth, the

pair declare that their plan is almost complete...



Cause for Alarm
The rumor circulating among your fellow minions

is that the Elven Wizards, Ekardin and Baerdin,

are on the verge of finalising their big plan to

conquer Hartvale.

Right now, however, each of you are getting

ready for another day of carrying out - or

cunningly avoiding - work. But as you strap on the

last of your gear you hear the sound of shouts,

screams and the roar of magical energy being

loosed in the distance.

Goblins banging furiously on small drums run

through the halls, screaming at the top of their tiny

lungs that the Wizards are under attack. Though

the instructions are confused and a little vague, one

thing is made very clear to everyone within earshot

- if you don’t get to the Wizards’ Quarters right

now, things are going to go rather badly for you.

You grab your equipment and run out into a

tunnel littered with the bodies of your kin, and find

several others heading in the same direction…

The various members of the party meet in a

long, dimly-lit tunnel. Bodies of Orcs, Kobolds

and Goblins lay scattered about, some bearing

deep cuts and gashes, others burned and torn by

arcane fire.

An adventurer looking for any survivors

and able to make a DC10 Wisdom (Medicine)

check will find a dying Goblin. As he succumbs

he is able to spit one final word: “Heroes…”

All members of the party will be at least

slightly familiar with the layout of the cave

system, and know that the Wizards’ chambers

lie at the end of this tunnel. As they approach

the sound of battle becomes louder and louder.

They all also know that Ekardin and Baerdin

are well-known for setting up dozens of wards

to keep tabs on their forces and that obviously

avoiding the fight will result in swift and rather

permanent punishment.

The Wizards’ chambers are normally sealed

off from the rest of the cave by a thick oaken

door, but now it’s unlocked and as they draw

closer it will swing open on well-oiled hinges…

1. Wizards’ Chambers
Before you is a confusing scene of raw violence and

swirling power. Several large Orcs lie dead on the

floor while others trade axe blows with a pair of

heavily-armored Dwarves.

To the back of the room Ekardin and Baerdin

fight side-by-side, moving fluidly to protect one

another. An arrow fired by a green-clad Elf

smashes into an arcane shield just inches from one

of the Wizards’ faces, and he reacts by conjuring a

thick gout of webbing that wraps itself around the

archer.

However, at that same moment a tall, blond-

haired human with a glowing sword breaks

through a defensive line of Kobolds and sprints at

the twins. Before you can react the blade sails

through the air towards Baerdin. Ekardin leaps

forward and shoves his brother aside moments

before the blade cuts into his chest.

Baerdin screams as this brother drops to the

floor - a scream of mingled horror and rage. As he

does so you feel your muscles seize up as though

they were set in stone. Only Baerdin moves, sobbing

as he lifts the broken form of Ekardin from the

blood-soaked ground.

“You have damned yourself, Paladin,” he hisses.

“My brother convinced me to be merciful, to be



generous… But now? I will burn the world!

Nothing and nobody will be left.”

His wild gaze shifts to take in his

remaining guards, and the rage on his face

turns to open contempt.

“And you… You craven cowards who failed to

protect him. You were to be spared the horrors of

our deathspores, but now your villages will be their

testing ground! By the time the sun rises two days

hence, everything within 100 miles of this

mountain will be as dead as my brother.

“But don’t worry, you’ll be seeing him much

sooner than that...”

The Wizard lifts a pale finger into the air and a

mote of flame-red light begins to gather there,

humming gently as it begins to gather power. Still

paralyzed, you’re forced to watch as Baerdin

gathers up a small bag and casually walks past

your still forms, disappearing down the

tunnel behind you.

As the seconds pass the mote of light grows

larger and the hum turns into a low rumble.

Suddenly, you feel the vice-like grip on your body

relax.

You dive for cover. There’s a deafening roar, a

flash of blinding yellow light and the sensation of

intense heat washing over you.

It all goes dark.

Have the party make a Constitution check to

determine the order in which they awake.

Several hours have passed and any torches

that were lit when they arrived have long since

burned out.

Once they are roused, they will see that they

are in the tunnel leading to the Wizards’

Chambers. The chambers themselves are a

charred, blackened mess and the ceiling has

partially collapsed, leaving the entire area

strewn with rocks.
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The doors to the left and right, which lead to

the twins’ bedchambers, are blocked by rubble,

but the one on the far wall is only half-covered.

The characters will likely already know that

this leads to the workroom, which was kept

locked at all times.

Most of the bodies are impossible to

identify, but a character searching the room

with a successful DC 13 Wisdom (Perception)

check will notice something glinting in the light

cast by smouldering embers - the Paladin’s +1

Longsword.

Opening the door to the Workroom requires

a DC13 Dexterity (Thieves’ Tools) check or a

DC15 Strength (Athletics) check. Alternatively, a

character searching the area around Ekardin’s

corpse and able to pass a DC12 Wisdom

(Perception) check will be able to find the

twisted remains of the key, which can be used

to open the door if restored by the Mending spell

or similar abilities.

The party will mostly know their way

around the caves already, and as such you

should be able to give them a good idea of both

the layout and the function of each area

already.

2. Workroom
As you enter the workroom it’s impossible not to

notice the faint smell of death hanging in the air,

as well as a damp, earthy odor that somehow

reminds you of mushrooms. The source of this is

obvious once you glance into the shadows at the

back of the chamber.

While the front half of the room is filled with

the bookshelves, desks and arcane trappings you

may expect of a Wizard’s workroom, the rear

portion looks like something out of a bizarre

nightmare.

Behind a shimmering field of arcane force that

spans from floor to ceiling are three humans, each

chained to a heavy stone slab and clad only in a

loincloth. Their bodies look to be infested with

colonies of fungus and mushrooms, which grow out

of their mouths and push their way through cuts

and tears in their skin.

The fungus seems to be spreading out from each

of the bodies, climbing across the floor and up the

Spore Zombie

Armor Class 9

Hit Points 22 (3d8 + 9)

Speed 20 ft.

STR  DEX CON INT  WIS  CHA

15 (+3) 8 (-1) 16 (+3) 2 (-4) 6 (-2) 1 (-5)

Damage Immunities poison

Condition Immunities blinded, charmed,

exhaustion, frightened, paralyzed, poisoned

Senses blindsight 60 ft. (blind beyond this

distance), passive Perception 8

Languages -

Challenge 1/2 (100 xp)

Fungal Fortitude. If damage reduces the spore

zombie to 0 hit points, it must make a

constitution saving throw with a DC of 5 + the

damage taken, unless the damage is radiant, fire

or a critical hit. On a success it drops to 1 hit

point instead.

ACTIONS

Slam. +5 to hit, reach 5 ft.,

one target.  8 (1d8 + 3) bludgeoning damage.

Insidious Spores. The spore zombie breatues out

a cloud of spores that target one creature within 15

ft. The target must make a DC 13 Constitution save

or be charmed until the end of their next turn. If

they fail this check by 5 or more they are poisoned

for one hour.



walls, to where two blackened grates cover circular

holes cut into the stone.

On the left wall are two small levers, one red

and one green, both labelled in flowing Elvish

script.

The room contains dozens of books and pieces

of alchemical equipment. A DC12 Intelligence

(Investigation) check will allow a character to

gather that the books cover several topics,

ranging from dark necromancy and weather

manipulation to academic works on rare

fungus and predicting wind patterns.

There are also several handwritten journals

and notebooks on the desks, but they are all

written in a cypher that would take weeks, if

not months, to break.

If the party approaches the rear of the room

the Spore Zombies will begin to moan and

shake, straining at their chains. They will not be

able to break free unless a PC releases them, in

which case they will attack whoever is closest to

them.

Examining the Spore Zombies with a DC15

Intelligence (Medicine) check will reveal that

they are functionally dead, with the fungus

providing their muscles with energy. Studying

them up will allow the character to estimate

that they’ve been dead for around two days.

The levers are set deeply into the wall. The

red one is labelled ‘cleansing fire’ in Elvish and

is pushed all the way to the left. Activating it

causes gouts of flame to pour from the vents in

the wall of the experimentation area,

replicating the effect of a Fireball centred on the

middle slab (cast with a spell save DC of 17).

This will instantly kill all Spore Zombies and

remove all of the fungus. Once

this has been used it cannot be

used again for one hour.

The green is labelled ‘barrier field’

and is pushed all the way to the right.

This controls a Wall of Force that separates

the experimentation area from the rest

of the workroom.

3. The Central
Tunnel
Fallen rubble litters the floor of the

long tunnel and you can see that

further down the ceiling has

collapsed completely. Most of the

side-passages leading to the barracks

and sleeping quarters are also

blocked, leaving only three tunnels

clear of debris.



Luckily, from what you recall the two furthest

from the Wizards’ Quarters should both eventually

lead to the surface - one through the mess hall, the

other through the area set aside for smithing and

crafting.

The third, however, only contains the dungeon

where you kept troublemakers, traitors and an

adventurer that had been captured poking their

nose where it wasn’t wanted…

The tunnel extends for roughly 50 ft. and is

littered with both bodies and fallen stones. The

passage to the Dungeon is on the right and

descends steeply into darkness. The other

tunnels are further along and on opposite sides,

with the Mess Hall on the left and the Smiths

on the right.

4. Dungeon
The air in the dungeon is cold and damp, and the

constant sound of water dripping from the walls

has been known to drive prisoners out of their

minds more than once.

Despite its grand title, the dungeon is little

more than a dark, isolated tunnel with crude cells

bored into the walls. There are six in total - three on

each side - with heavy iron bars and sturdy locks,

and despite their sturdy construction four of them

have been torn apart by the mountains’ shaking

and rumbling.

The guards are long gone, but some of the

prisoners are still trapped in their cells. The

keys hang on a hook set in the wall at the very

end of the passage.

One of the prisoners is the well-known

Goblin thief, Skittersnickle (a NE Goblin

Master Thief (VGtM p216), who was thrown in

here after repeatedly stealing from his

comrades, the Orc leaders and anybody else

stupid enough to leave their valuables

unattended. He lies on the stone floor, still tied

to a heavy wooden chair with thick ropes. As

the adventurers pass he will let out muffled

grunts and curses through the gag tied around

his mouth.

If freed Skittersnickle will act extremely

grateful and instantly agree to help the party

out with whatever they need. However, he is

incredibly selfish and a consummate coward,

and will flee at the first opportunity - making

sure to pick up any loose valuables on the way.

He has a talent for picking both pockets and

locks, but the guards were informed of this in

advance and made sure to place him in heavy

restraints. When the attack happened they all

ran off to help, and shortly afterwards the place

was rocked by an explosion that knocked him

to the floor.

The second prisoner is a human adventurer

captured around a week ago. When the

explosion went off some of the bars on her cell

were torn out of place, but the hole was not big

enough for her to squeeze through. For the past

few hours she’s been trying to force the gap a

little wider, with some small success.

She hides in the shadows at the back of the

cell when the party arrives, but there’s little

cover and spotting her is trivial for any

character with Darkvision. If the party makes it

clear they’ve spotted her - or if she overhears

them tell Skittersnickle what happened with

the Wizards - the woman will introduce herself

as Mehala Farkind, a scout from Hartvale, and

ask that they free her.

Mehala is willing to help the party if they

ask her to, though she plans to return to Castle

Hartwick as soon as possible to let the king and

his advisors know what Baerdin plans. In

combat, she uses the stats of a LG human Scout

(MM p349).



5. Mess Hall
The passage to the mess hall slopes gently upwards,

and as you approach the entrance the usual smell

of bad cooking is replaced by that of blood

The door hangs open and as you approach you

swear you can hear the sound of chewing coming

from within.

The mess hall is a large cavern filled with long

wooden tables and benches. A section to the

back of the hall is divided off by counter and is

used as a kitchen area, containing several open

fires, small ovens and sacks of food.

Many residents of the cave system were

having breakfast when the adventurers

attacked and were easily killed. Their bodies,

and those of the kitchen staff, are scattered

about the room.

An Otyugh (MM p248) - a large, bulbous

creature with three legs and a pair of tentacles

extending from its back - used to be kept in a pit

just behind the kitchens, but the smell of death

and food lured it from its lair. It is happily

munching its way through the carnage in the

mess hall, and will only attack if provoked or

startled.

Should the party explore the room they will

be able to find large amounts of food and drink,

as well as dozens of kitchen knives that can

function as daggers.

The white-clad body of the head chef, an

eccentric Drow known as Ja’Hix Poisonfingers -

rumored to have fled Underdark society after

poisoning the mushroom pate he was preparing

for his noble mistress - lies in the kitchen area.

A character searching him with a DC13 Wisdom

(Perception) check will find that the black-

bladed kitchen knife he used throughout his

time in the caves is actually a Dagger of Venom.

A passageway in the far wall leads to the

waterfall cavern. Anybody entering it will be

able to hear roaring water, which grows louder

as they walk.

6. Waterfall Cavern
The cavern before you is tall and undeniably

beautiful. Water flows in through a hole high up on

the wall to your left before falling 50 ft. straight

down and smashing into the stone floor with a

near-deafening roar.

White foaming water flows across the room in

a deep channel before disappearing back

underground where it meets the wall. Two

passageways - including the one you just entered

from - lead off on one side of the water, while

another one disappears into the darkness on the far

side.

Again, you see signs of battle here. The bodies of

several Goblins lie on your side of the river, each

pin-cushioned by arrows, and the rope-bridge that

once crossed the water has been cut. Rather than

their usual bounty of unlucky fish, the heavy nets

set up downstream are filled with a much more

grizzly harvest, including the shimmering silver

form of a warrior clad in scale mail.

The underground river is around 15ft. across at

its narrowest point and flows extremely fast.

Most characters would be fairly certain that

attempting to wade or swim across would be

very dangerous, if not outright suicidal. Any

creature that falls in takes 14 (4d6) bludgeoning

damage as they are slammed into underwater

rocks, before being caught in a net.

The nets are designed to hold a few fish

rather than bodies, and as such drawing one in

requires a DC15 Strength (Athletics) check. If

this check fails the net snaps and its contents

are caught up by the next one downstream.



When the party arrives there are three nets in

place - if all of these snap then their contents

(potentially including party members) are lost

forever.

The warrior trapped in the net is wearing a

silvery suit of Scale Armor of Resistance (Cold)

and carries 40gp in a pouch tied around his

waist.

Actually crossing the river is up to the party.

They may freeze it solid with magic, find a way

to drag the bridge back up and re-attach it, or

carry up one of the long tables from the mess

hall. Be fairly generous when it comes to

determining their success, so long as the plan

makes at least some sense.

A passageway on the far end of the room

leads to the Entrance Chamber.

7. Forge
Smoke and embers pour down the tunnel towards

you, growing thicker and thicker as you approach

the large cavern where the Wizards’ many smiths

used to toil.

You know there are a half-dozen separate forges

in there, but the billowing, choking smoke means

you can only make out one - a large structure made

of clay-red bricks. It’s cracked wide open and rubble

lies all around it, as though something immensely

powerful had smashed its way out.

Thick smoke is pouring out of the untended

forges and from smouldering furniture. This

reduces visibility to around 10ft. Anything

beyond that is considered concealed.

There are six forges in the cavern, evenly

spaced around the room. To the east are pallets

of ingots, coal and other raw materials, and to

the west there are racks of finished weapons

and tools - virtually any simple or martial

weapon can be found there.

A character reasonably familiar

with the forges or able to make a DC15

Intelligence (Investigation) check

would know that they were being

fuelled with bound Fire Elementals

(MM p125). One of these has already

escaped and is already wandering

through the forge area. It will

attack the party if they make noise

while crossing the room,

accompanied by a pair of Smoke

Mephits (MM p217) that coalesce

out of the air.

Each of the five remaining forges

also contain Fire Elementals, while

will attack if they are somehow

freed.



As the party wanders through the room they

will encounter the bodies of one or two of the

forge workers. Even at a glance it’s easy to see

that they were not killed by conventional

weapons or the firey touch of the elementals,

but rather by necrotic magic that left them

withered and lifeless.

There are two exits to the room. A

passageway on far wall heads to the Mushroom

Mill, but a wooden sign has been staked into

the ground just in front of it. A crude skull and

crossbones has been daubed on the wood in

white paint, as have the words “NO ENTRY LESS

YOU WANT TO DIE”.

A smaller passage on the western wall leads

to the Waterfall Cavern.

8. The Mushroom Mill
As you head up towards the mill you hear the

sound of splashing water, creaking wood and stone

grinding on stone.

The chamber is comparatively small - maybe

only 40 ft. across - but packed with movement and

machinery. A fast-flowing underground river runs

the length of one wall of the cavern, powering a

large water-wheel hooked up to a tangled mess of

cogs and gears that eventually lead to a wide

grinding stone in the very center of the room.

Several limp and lifeless Hobgoblins lie around

the stone. They all wear aprons and carry strange

wooden masks with shining glass covering the

eyeholes and loose cloth tied around the mouths,

with some still wearing them while others hold

them in slack hands. Those wearing the masks are

covered in burns and cuts, while the others seem

untouched.

Suddenly, the closest body stirs, turning its

masked face towards you as he moans: “Help…

me…”

There are as many bodies are there are

members of the party, half of which are still

wearing their masks.

The surviving Hobgoblin is named

Grumzael, but he has been hit with several

magic missiles and is near death. He will

explain that he and his team were ordered to

use the mill to grind up a few big sacks of

mushrooms he didn’t recognise, but were

provided by the twins. They were very insistent

that the Hobgoblins wear their masks while

working on the job, and that they clean all the

equipment thoroughly after they were done.

They didn’t know anything about heroes

attacking, but a few minutes after they heard

the explosion Baerdin turned up, covered in

blood and acting very strangely. He loaded up

several sacks of ground mushroom spores into a

Bag of Holding and then ordered the group to

remove their masks. When Grumzael and a few

others refused he attacked them, striking them

down with magic.

Those that followed orders didn’t fare any

better, however. The Wizard gathered them up

and blew some grey powder in their faces;

moments later they were coughing and

collapsed to the floor.

If he is not treated with healing magic

Grumzeal will pass away after providing the

information to the party. In the event that they

save him he will be grateful, but will likely still

be too injured to fight.

Adventurers approaching the un-masked

bodies will see that they have small mushrooms

beginning to sprout from their flesh, similar to

those in the Workroom. If they draw close

enough to pick up the masks, the Spore

Zombies will animate and slowly attack the

party.



Any creature pushed into the machinery

will take 3d8 bludgeoning damage and be

restrained, with an escape DC of 15.

The water is ice-cold and flowing at a rate of

20 ft. per round.

A passageway to the left of the room leads

up to the Entrance Chamber.

9. Entrance Chamber
Finally you emerge into the entrance chamber and

can feel the hint of a cold breeze flowing from the

opening on the far side of the room.

However, the breeze carries with it the smell of

death. This was the first line of defence and clearly

the so-called heroes hit it hard. Wooden barriers set

with arrow slits are still smouldering gently, while

more than a dozen bodies lay where they fell -

mostly, anyway,

From your position at the top of a stony ramp

you can see the shadowy figures of black-clad

Goblins moving from body to body, rifling pockets

and peeling off any salvageable equipment.

The passageways leading to both the Waterfall

Cavern and the Mushroom Mill come out at

the top of ramps around 15 ft. from the floor.

Several torched barricades provide a degree of

cover.

There are 9 Goblins (MM p166) roaming the

hall, led by a Goblin Boss (MM p166) named

Traxi. They are focused on looting the bodies

and aren’t expecting anybody from within the

mine, so make all Wisdom (Perception) checks

to spot the party at disadvantage.

If combat breaks out, Traxi will quickly

surrender if it becomes obvious that she and

her fellow looters are outmatched.. She won’t

hold a grudge if any of her allies are killed, and

will be happy to share what little information

she has in return for the chance to keep robbing

corpses.

The young thief has a cheerful, happy-go-

lucky outlook and lives for excitement and fun

rather than wealth. She has no interest in

helping others, even if it’s likely to be in her

favor.

Traxi and her gang aren’t affiliated with any

local Goblin tribe or clan, and weren’t willing to

join up with the Wizards. They spotted the

Heroes climbing the mountains and decided to

trail them in the hope of picking through any

carnage they left in their wake. When they

realised they were attacking the cave they

settled down to watch for a while. A tall, blood-

covered Elf left a few hours ago, so they left it a

little longer before deciding it was probably safe

to investigate.

The Elf cast some magic as he left and

ascended into the air. The last Traxi saw of him,

he was heading due west - towards the Goblin

trading post of Vijj.

Taking the next step
Once they have left the cave system it’s early

afternoon and an icy breeze will chill the air.

The party will need to work out where they

wish to travel next, though the options are

rather limited as settlements are spread out

amongst the mountains and most are more

than a day’s travel away.

However, they will be able to see smoke

rising from chimneys at the Goblin-operated

trading post of Vijj , which lies at the bottom of

the valley before them. It’s around two hours

walk away.

If they do not wish to head to town,

Hobgoblins will likely know the location of the

War Camp, while Kobolds may know of Blind

Kazuch’s lair - both of which are potential

sources of information and help. The details of

these areas can be found in chapter three.


